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Wednesdays with  

Warrenton Area Chamber of Commerce 

August 5, 2020 

WARRENTON AREA CHAMBER MISSION STATEMENT  
“To enhance the business climate and quality of life for the Warrenton area through programs that facilitate and 

stimulate economic and professional growth.” 

“Let me tell you the secret that has led me to my goals:  

my strength lies solely in my tenacity.”  

– Louis Pasteur 

FRIENDS OF THE CHAMBER 
CertainTeed 

www.certainteed.com 
 

Edward Jones, Glenda Buxton 

glenda.buxton@edwardjones.com 
  

Schraer Heating & Air Conditioning 

www.schraer@usmo.com 
 

Janet G. Bradshaw Financial Services 

janet@janetbradshawfinancial.com 

McRoberts Motors 

www.mcrobertsmotors.com 
 

Legacy Drugstores 

www.legacydrug.com 
 

Ratholland Towing & Automotive Services 

www.rathollandtowingandauto.com 
 

Farmers Insurance - Nick Skibinski 

www.agents.farmers.com/mo/warrenton/nick-skibinski 

UPCOMING CHAMBER EVENTS 

Wednesday, August 5th Noon Chamber Board Meeting—Warren County R-III 

Tuesday, August 11th Noon General Membership Meeting via Zoom 

READY TO MAKE SOME PLANS TO HAVE 

FUN AGAIN?  OUR GOLF TOURNAMENT IS 

THE BEST WAY TO DO THAT!  YOU DON’T 

HAVE TO BE A GOLFER TO GIVE IT A TRY! 

WE’RE LOOKING FOR SPONSORS FOR OUR 

OCTOBER 14TH GOLF TOURNAMENT.  WE 

ALWAYS APPRECIATE THE SUPPORT OF 

OUR AREA BUSINESSES! 

http://www.warrentoncoc.com/


10 Expert Tips on Marketing During the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Crisis 
 

‘How can I connect with my customers during a crisis?’  That’s the most important question marketers are 
asking today. With social distancing, self-isolating, and remote working becoming the new normal, there's been a 
shift in the market from the supply and demand side, due to which there’s a shift in the marketing paradigm. For 
brands and marketers navigating the COVID-19 crisis, simply reaching the customer has become a challenge. 

Furthermore, according to a SurveyMonkey survey, 92% of Americans are worried about the impact of the 
coronavirus on the national economy. All these factors can influence business prospects and further cements the 
need of a crisis roadmap. 

To help marketers and their business steer through these uncertain times, 11 leading marketers share tips 
on how to be relevant to customers in this time, how they plan to work through this crisis, and how to keep up the 
momentum. 

Here’s what they had to say: 

Reassure Your Customers About How Your Company is Responding to the Pandemic - Mark 
Lieberman, President and CEO, Viamedia 

“Stay relevant to the consumer’s needs today that means reassuring them about how your company/brand is 
responding to the pandemic. 

“Apply a calming, reassuring tone with a positive message (as a welcome reprieve from the seemingly 24/7 
negative news). 

“Use video with strong, warm, embracing visuals. After all, TV is the best medium for site, sounds and e-
motion.” 

Move Your Brand Online to Stay Connected to Your Customers - Andrew Walker, CEO, Shift7 Digital 

“First, an overall theme to your strategy: KEEP GOING! Moving your brand even more online will keep you 
connected to your customers and enable a unified customer experience. Three key areas to focus on: your story, 
website and data. Second, revisit your current content marketing and keyword strategy. Leverage keyword research 
and social listening tools for topics that provide insight into specific information they are seeking. Check your PPC, 
too. Keywords targeted yesterday may not be the most relevant today, as search volume and term trends could be 
fluctuating.” 

Refresh Customer Experience (CX) Strategies to Relook at End-to-End Sales Processes - Richard 
Blatcher, Director of industry marketing & business intelligence, PROS 

"COVID-19 has created unprecedented disruption and uncertainty of when things will improve, meaning 
marketers must pivot their strategy in three crucial ways. Marketers should refresh their customer experience and 
look at their end-to-end sales processes to ensure they’re able to respond with agility, engage across different sales 
channels and optimize processes.” 

Focus on Strengthening Your Relationship With Your Customers - Tony Kavanagh, CMO of Insightly 

“First, you must communicate regularly. Customers today want a relationship with the companies with whom 
they do business and to go beyond the transaction to a more engaging, human place. If you do not already have a 
regular cadence of communication to your customers, now is the time to build one. Second, shelve the 'hard sell.’ 
COVID-19 is an unprecedented pandemic. Be empathetic. Focus on strengthening your relationship with your 
customers but for reasons that are genuine and thoughtful, ask how they are doing, exchange life stories of caution 
and triumph.” 

Infuse Empathy in Your Marketing Communications - Tara Kelly, president and CEO, SPLICE Software  

“Marketers, now more than ever, need to ensure they are using empathy in their marketing communications. 
Without that, communication is seen as “taking advantage of the situation”, and no one wants that label. Marketing 
technology can still support the automated distribution of messages and provides invaluable insights to how people 
are engaging with new messaging.” 

“Empathy is likely the key part of staying or connecting with customers and prospects. Marketers should be 
working with the organization to understand how they are shifting in customer experience from, for example, phone 
support to self-service. Marketers should keep in “high touch” with their customers during this time. Keeping in 
contact with empathy and new innovative programs will create loyalty and a happier customer base as we exit this 
current challenge.” 

Implement an Agile Strategic Pricing Model to Improve Margins - Richard Blatcher, director of industry 
marketing & business intelligence, PROS 

“Focusing on short-term strategic planning by implementing tools to enable valuable insight gains 
from vast amounts of customer and market data will enable marketers to make rapid changes, protecting 
revenue. 

(continued on next page) 



“Good marketing makes the company look smart.  

Great marketing makes the customer feel smart.”  

~Joe Chernov 

10 Expert Tips on Marketing During the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Crisis 

(continued) 
 

“Marketers must also implement an agile strategic pricing model, which is the most effective way to 
quickly improve margins. Working in real-time and offering products or services at the most profitable price 
is imperative for short-term profitability." 

Reflect on Your Company Values During this Lockdown & Refocus Your Engagement 
Strategies - Tricia Binder, co-founder and president, Muros 

“At Muros, staying top of mind is all about creativity. While keeping creativity and authenticity at their 
core, marketers should consider the following tactic to pivot their strategies. More than ever, we have time 
to reflect on our values and mission. For us, that’s getting more art seen and supporting the artist 
community. Refocusing can get you thinking about new, relevant ways, to engage your customers, 
employees or clients in these uncertain times.” 

Avoid the Hard Sell and Reaffirm Your Commitment to the Long Run - Mark Lieberman, 
President and CEO, Viamedia 

“Tailor messages to be consumer-focused top-of-mind, as most are shopping “in the moment of fear 
and anxiety – e.g., I don’t have enough toilet paper. Ask is your message relevant now, today, and 
tomorrow? Step back from the hard sell and provide messaging that reaffirms your commitment to be there 
over the long term and through thick and thin. Almost everyone is at home, so video advertising has never 
been able to be more impactful and serve as the cornerstone to connecting communities. And remember, 
that many people will mute the TV, especially when it is on 24/7. So, the video imagery is key. 

“Today digital and now linear TV advertising decisions are based increasingly on data, we like to 
say, “Data is the new creative.” Transaction speeds, cost efficiency and flexibility are more crucial at a time 
of rapidly developing events such as COVID-19. Access to linear TV programmatically will be the next 
wave, combining automation and data.” 

Use Marketing Technology to Stay Connected to Customers When Working Remotely - 
Andrew Walker, CEO, Shift7 Digital 

“Further enable your work-from-home marketing, sales and customer service teams through 
cohesive customer 360-degree views and data via your customer data platform. Help sales continue 
pipeline growth by feeding customer behavioral insights via your marketing automation system, while also 
implementing a well-designed lead scoring program to help them prioritize efforts.” 

“Marketing technology plans a huge role during this time. Brands can roll out new programs, 
innovative approaches and products but without getting the message to the customers, they will have low 
adoption and frustrated customers. Marketers can show how their brand is here during this challenge and 
can best deliver the customer value to consume. Marketing technology will drive the shift that we are 
seeing in every business through what has traditionally been lagging. Things like self-service, chatbots and 
asynchronous messaging will now take a front seat in the technology roadmap.” 

Help Your Customers Navigate the Situation and Pivot as Necessary - Tony Kavanagh, CMO of 
Insightly 

“Lastly, be helpful. The recently announced stimulus bill in the US is incredibly important, but many 
businesses don't know what this means for them or how it benefits them. Do the research on their behalf 
and help your customers understand exactly the steps to take to avail of what could be a lifeline for them 
and their families. All the above can be helpful and is necessary in times like these for pivoting marketing 
strategies.” 

~Neha Pradham 



Deerfield’s on Main Schedule of Events 

August 6th – Pickin’ and Grinnin’ Jam Session 5pm – 
9pm 

August 7th – Music by Stephen Jones 6:30pm – 9:30pm  

August 8th – Music by Calvert & Williams 7:00pm – 
10:00pm 

August 13th – Pickin’ and Grinnin’ Jam Session 5pm – 
9pm 

August 14th – Music by Mickey Hollis 6:30pm – 9:30pm 

August 15th – Music by Cliff Notes Band 7:00pm – 
10:00pm 

August 20th – Pickin’ and Grinnin’ Jam Session 5pm – 
9pm 

August 21st – Music by Stephen Jones 6:30pm – 
9:30pm  

August 22nd – Music by Calvert & Williams 7:00pm – 
10:00pm 

August 27th – Pickin’ and Grinnin’ Jam Session 5pm – 
9pm 

August 28th – Music by Paul Schaffrin 7:00pm – 
10:00pm 

EVENT DATES (see flyers) 

 
August 22nd Woofstock—CCAC 
October 3rd Walk for Life—Pregnancy Options 

Center 
 
 

 
 








